
The Pleiades Reetion Nebula. II. Simple Model Constraints onDust Properties and Sattering GeometrySteven J. Gibson1, Kenneth H. Nordsiek2ABSTRACTWe have used wide-�eld ultraviolet, optial and far-infrared photometri im-ages of Pleiades reetion nebulosity to analyze dust properties and the 3-Dnebular geometry. Sattered light data were taken from 1650 & 2200 �A Wide-�eld Imaging Survey Polarimeter images and a large 4400 �A mosai of BurrellShmidt CCD frames. Dust thermal emission maps were extrated from IRASdata.The sattering geometry analysis is ompliated by the blending of light frommany stars and the likely presene of more than one sattering layer. Despitethese ompliations, we onlude that most of the sattered light omes fromdust in front of the stars in at least two sattering layers, one far in front andextensive, the other nearer the stars and on�ned to areas of heavy nebulosity.The �rst layer an be approximated as an optially thin, foreground slab whoseline-of-sight separation from the stars averages � 0:7 p. The seond layer is alsooptially thin in most loations and may lie at less than half the separation ofthe �rst layer, perhaps with some material among or behind the stars. The asso-iation of nebulosities peripheral to the main ondensation around the brighteststars is not lear.Models with standard grain properties annot aount for the faintness ofthe sattered UV light relative to the optial. Some ombination of signi�anthanges in grain model albedo and phase funtion asymmetry values is required.Our best-performing model has a UV albedo of 0:22 � 0:07 and a satteringasymmetry of 0:74 � 0:06. Hypothetial optially thik dust lumps missed byinterstellar sightline measurements have little e�et on the nebular olors butmight shift the interpretation of our derived sattering properties from individualgrains to the bulk medium.1Dept. of Physis & Astronomy, University of Calgary, 2500 University Drive N.W., Calgary, AlbertaT2N 1N4, Canada; gibson�ras.ualgary.a2Dept. of Astronomy, University of Wisonsin, 475 N. Charter St., Madison, WI 53706; khn�sal.wis.edu
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Subjet headings: sattering | methods: analytial | (ISM:) dust, extintion| ISM: individual (Pleiades) | (ISM:) reetion nebulae | ISM: struture1. IntrodutionPhotometri studies of reetion nebulae have the potential to reveal the 3-D geometryof di�use interstellar louds and the optial properties of their dust grains, but separating thee�ets of geometry and grain sattering parameters is not straightforward. The diÆulties aremost pronouned in the far-ultraviolet, where the observations are espeially omplex (e.g.,Bowyer 1991; Henry 1991), and major disagreements remain over far-UV dust properties(e.g., Hurwitz, Bowyer, & Martin 1991; Witt et al. 1992). Breaking the dust-geometrydegeneray requires external onstraints and areful analysis.The Pleiades reetion nebula is a favorable ase for suh study, with a distane of order100 p (e.g., van Leeuwen 1999), large angular size, bright sattered light, and possibly simplegeometry. Exept for the area of heaviest nebulosity near the star 23 Tau, the optial depthof the nebula appears low (EB�V � 0:03�0:05; see Breger 1986 and referenes therein), andthere is little other dust along the luster sightline (�Cernis 1987). The wealth of struture inthe nebula (Arny 1977) may ompliate photometri analysis. However, a Pleiades analysisshould be more reliable than the troubling examples posed reently by Mathis, Whitney, &Wood (2002), given the nebula's many external geometri onstraints (x2), low optial depthalong many sightlines, and lak of obvious extintion by lumpy dust (x4.2).In the �rst paper in this series (Gibson & Nordsiek 2003; hereafter Paper I), we pre-sented new wide-�eld imaging photometry of the Pleiades nebula at 1650 �A and 2200 �A withthe Wide-�eld Imaging Survey Polarimeter (WISP; Nordsiek & Harris 1999) and at 4400 �Awith the Burrell Shmidt telesope. It was found that phase funtion e�ets dominate overinternal reddening and that the UV/optial olors of the nebula are too red to explain withommon grain models.Some prior investigations of the Pleiades (Greenberg & Roark 1967; Witt 1985) haveused only single-sattering models with attenuation to mimi internal extintion. Our pri-mary analysis (xx3-5) adopts a similar strategy, with the added assumption of a geometriallythin nebula to allow sattering along eah sightline to be haraterized by a single angle withrespet to a single star, though whih star is used depends upon position. We also onsidera seondary analysis (x6) in whih the single sattering approximation is retained but singleilluminators are not: blends of light from neighboring stars are represented expliitly.



{ 3 {2. Nebular Geometry ConstraintsInterstellar absorption studies (e.g., Federman 1982; Bohlin et al. 1983; White 1984;White et al. 2001) and radio emission maps (e.g., Gordon & Arny 1984; Federman & Wilson1984; Bally & White 1986) reveal both atomi and moleular gas in the Pleiades viinity,at least some of whih lies in front of the bright stars. Photometri olors indiate thatforeground dust dominates the sattered light (Paper I). Most of the deteted moleular gasis found in areas of heavy nebulosity on the west side of the luster, espeially southwest of thestar 23 Tau, and it is aompanied by enhanements in interstellar polarization and reddening(White 1984; Breger 1986, 1987) as well as far-infrared emission (Castelaz, Sellgren, &Werner1987; White & Bally 1993). Figure 1 shows the distributions of EB�V , 12CO emission, andoptial brightness aross the luster ore, whih has a diameter of � 2Æ (Adams et al. 2001).The foreground atomi gas displays at least two distint veloity omponents. One of theseoutlines the general nebular struture, inluding features traed by the moleular gas, whilethe other extends over a muh larger area and appears more smoothly distributed (Gordon& Arny 1984; White 1984). For onveniene, we label the smooth, large-sale foregroundfeature as Component 1 and the more on�ned feature as Component 2. The limited angularextent of Component 2 suggests muh of the Pleiades nebula may be reasonably haraterizedby a single sattering layer.The gas kinematis indiate a state of ollision with the luster (Gordon & Arny 1984;White & Bally 1993; White 2002), while the multipliity and spatial separation of veloityomponents (e.g., Gordon & Arny 1984; White 1984; White et al. 2001) suggest more thanone loud may be present. Component 1 appears situated � 1 p in front of the luster,with a sheetlike thikness of � 0:3 p (White 1984), in ontrast to its many p2 area onthe sky. Component 2 is estimated to lie muh loser to or even among the stars (Breger1987; White 1984; Freeman & Williams 1982; Federman 1982; Jura 1977, 1979), with anunknown sightline thikness, though the dominant sattering should arise from the portionin front of the stars for forward-sattering grains. An additional, weaker omponent appearsin some absorption measurements (e.g., White & Bally 1993; White 2002). Its position anddistribution along the line of sight are as yet poorly onstrained.Even with these ompliations, a single omponent ould dominate the nebular intensityunder the right onditions, suh as one layer ontaining muh more sattering material thanthe others or lying so that it satters very eÆiently at the positions observed. If no singlelayer dominates the sattered light, the geometry derived from observed intensities willinstead represent a weighted average of the di�erent omponents. We onsider some generale�ets of multilayer sattering where it appears likely to our (xx5-6).



{ 4 {3. Single Illuminator ModelOur primary model assumes only single sattering of light from a single star that is eitherthe brightest in the viinity or a �titious illuminator mimiking the loal radiation �eld. Themodel geometry is shown in Figure 2. The observed UV and optial intensity in eah imagepixel arises from a orresponding parel of nebular dust. The same parel is also heatedby absorbed starlight to produe the observed far-infrared (FIR) thermal radiation. Thissimple representation has the advantage of being analyti, with well-understood onstraints.Here we present mathematial details of the model. Results are disussed in the followingtwo setions (xx4-5). Though the real nebula is lit by multiple stars as well as the generalinterstellar radiation �eld, the single-star analysis produes results that are onsistent witha model inorporating these e�ets (x6).There have been similar treatments of single sattering (e.g., Witt 1985). Ours di�ers inrequiring the nebular extent along the sightline to be thin enough that sattering angles anbe treated as onstant within small areas on the sky. While less general, this approah yieldsa diret determination of geometri parameters. It also requires no detailed information oninident uxes or the nebular optial depth distribution. Below we present an idealizedversion of the model followed by elaborations to explore the e�ets of smooth and lumpyinternal extintion. 3.1. Zero Internal ExtintionThe ideal ase of zero internal extintion, or pure single sattering, is fully analyti.Sine the dust is optially thin, eah parel interepts a fration of the inident starlightthat translates into a sightline optial depth of �p(�) = 0:4 ln 10 (A�=AV )RV EB�V , whereAV and EB�V are the total and seletive extintion, and we desribe the extintion urveA�=AV by the empirial law of Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis (1989), with RV � AV =EB�Vas a parameter.The sattered intensity of the nebula, averaged over the instrumental bandpass, isI�sat = R2�r2 Z 10 F�(�) �p(�) a(�) �(�; �) �sat(�) d� ; (1)where I�sat and F�(�) are per unit wavelength and F�(�) is the stellar surfae ux froma Kuruz (1993) model of appropriate spetral type; the stellar radius R� and star-pareldistane r onvert F�(�) into the proper intensity units. The grain albedo is a(�), �(�; �) is



{ 5 {the sattering phase funtion, and �sat(�) is the response funtion of the detetor, normalizedso that R10 �sat(�) d� = 1.Large grains are heated to an equilibrium temperature T by absorption of the stellarux and radiate thermally. Smaller grains undergo nonequilibrium heating and radiation.The ombined FIR radiation of all grains, averaged over the detetor bandpass, is given byI�FIR = R2� �FIR(T; �)4�r2 Z 10 F�(�) �p(�) [1� a(�)℄ d� : (2)Here �FIR(T; �) is the fration of the FIR radiation deteted:�FIR(T; �) � fem(T ) Z 10 B�(T ) �p(�) �FIR(�) d�Z 10 B�(T ) �p(�) d� ; (3)where B�(T ) is the Plank funtion, fem(T ) is the fration of the emission that an berepresented by grains with temperature T , and �FIR(�) is the response funtion of the detetor(in this ase, the IRAS 100 �m band). We assume the FIR opaity of the grains varies as��� (e.g., Hildebrand 1983).We estimate T as the IRAS 60/100 �m olor temperature T60=100, assuming � = 2.This representation overestimates the large-grain temperature by a few K (Paper I) and alsoneglets signi�ant FIR power from small grains at 12 & 25 �m (Castelaz et al. 1987). In theluster ore, a T = T60=100 omponent reprodues � 50% of the DIRBE intensity integratedover � � 4� 300 �m, leaving a � 15% residual at longer wavelengths and a � 35% residualat shorter wavelengths. Sine our analysis requires the superior resolution of IRAS, weestimate the total FIR emission by assuming a onstant fem(T60=100) = 0:5 orretion to theIRAS 60 & 100 �m data. Errors of a few perent in fem may arise from spatial variationsin dust temperature or unertainties in zodiaal emission subtration, but these should havelittle impat on our analysis. Even in the extreme ase of fem(T60=100) = 1:0, the derivedsattering angles are only � 10 � 20Æ smaller than for fem(T60=100) = 0:5, and the UVsattering properties in the two ases are onsistent within 1� unertainties.The ratio of equations (1) & (2) anels some saling fators and yields a solutionfor �(�; �), averaged over the photometri bandpass funtion �sat(�) and weighted by the�-dependene of the produt F�(�) �p(�) a(�) within the band:



{ 6 {h�(�; �)i�sat = 14� �I�satI�FIR � �FIR(T; �) hneb ; (4)where the integrals desribing the transmission of light through the nebula are olleted ashneb = Z 10 F�(�) [1� a(�)℄ �p(�) d�Z 10 F�(�) a(�) �p(�) �sat(�) d� : (5)The absolute saling of �p anels in the ratio, leaving only the form of the A�=AV extintionurve. The stellar ux saling also drops out, leaving only the spetral shape.Equation (4) allows a diret measure of the phase funtion value. Sine I�sat andI�FIR are observed quantities, F� and T are onstrainable by observation, and �sat and �FIRare instrumental parameters, we an apply grain model values for A�=AV , a, and � toequations (4) & (5) to obtain �(�). If the form of �(�) is known, this yields the satteringangle �, hene 3-D nebular geometry. Conversely, a known geometry an be used to determine�(�)'s behavior. We assume the Henyey & Greenstein (1941) form �HG(�) = (1=4�)(1 �g2)=(1 + g2 � 2g os �)3=2, where the sattering asymmetry g � hos �i. The HG phasefuntion probably represents real sattering poorly at large angles, but it may suÆe for� < 60Æ (Mathis 1990), and it is easily solved for �.Lastly, we use � with the star-parel o�set angle � seen by the observer to determinethe 3-D position of eah parel relative to the illuminating star. Regardless of the overallnebular geometry, this parel position is desribed bytan (� � �) = �d� ss � tan� ; (6)where d is the star-observer distane, and s is the omponent of the star-parel distaneparallel to d. These relationships are illustrated in Figure 3. We assume d = 130 p for ouralulations, though the exat value remains under debate (Stello & Nissen 2001).3.2. Smooth Internal ExtintionSine internal extintion may a�et the nebular olors but we annot model multiplesattering, we add smooth dust attenuation fators to the inident and sattered light termsof equation (5):
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hneb = Z 10 F�(�) e��1 (�) �p(�) [1� a(�)℄ d�Z 10 F�(�) e��1 (�)��2 (�) �p(�) a(�) �sat(�) d� : (7)Here �1 and �2 are the optial depths before and after the sattering/heating event; �2 doesnot apply for heating. This representation is valid as a �rst order approximation in the limitof zero albedo and zero heating outside of the sattering parel. Sine �p(opt)� 1 and ouranalysis in x4 �nds low UV albedos, seondary sattering may be unimportant. The negletof heating from �1 auses hneb and � to be underestimated, but this bias may be small if�1(UV) is reasonably low.We assume a simple fae-on slab geometry and de�ne the attenuation depths relativeto the slab midplane, with �1 = �p=[2 os (� � �)℄ and �2 = �p=(2 os�). A similar treatmentis given for smooth-dust reddening in Paper I. The inlusion of geometri terms in �1 and �2requires that � be obtained from equation (4) by iteration.3.3. Clumpy ExtintionAs outlined in Paper I and detailed in our analyses below, a smooth dust model withrealisti input parameters has diÆulty explaining the faintness of the Pleiades nebula in theultraviolet with ommonly-used grain (a; g) values. The internal reddening of a homogeneousforeground slab nebula is limited by the low interstellar reddenings observed toward themajor Pleiades stars, and annot by itself aount for the observed nebular olors. However,the Pleiades nebulosity is �lamentary on all observed sales (Arny 1977), extending downto subarseond resolution (Herbig & Simon 2001). Small dust �laments are also visible inother parts of the sky (e.g., Kalas et al. 2002) and may be fundamental to the nature ofdi�use interstellar louds.Optially thik lumps of dust will at as a separate sattering population with lowere�etive albedo than the individual grains that ompose them (Witt & Gordon 1996; White1979b). Atual Pleiades lumps may over a wide range of sales, shapes, and optial depths,but for simpliity we assume uniform lumps that are small ompared to our model parels.If these lumps are small and far apart, few stellar sightlines will interset one, even thoughevery parel ould ontain many. No star in the Pleiades luster should have an apparentdiameter exeeding �0:00100, and thus the ratio of stellar disk area to the 3:05�3:05 solid angleresolution of smoothed WISP data will be less than 10�10: millions of small dust lumpsould lurk in eah parel and never oult a single bright star diretly.



{ 8 {A thorough exploration of lumpy sattering in the Pleiades lies outside the sope ofthis paper. We assume that the lumps are ompletely absorbing for � < 3000�A andompletely transparent otherwise, an extreme ase that plaes a limit on lump reddeningof the UV/optial olors. We de�ne f as the fration of light interepted by lumps andgeneralize equation (7):hneb = Z 10 F�(�) e��1 (�) �[1� f(�)℄ �p(�) [1� a(�)℄ + f(�)	 d�Z 10 F�(�) e��1 (�)��2 (�) [1� f(�)℄ �p(�) a(�) �sat(�) d� : (8)The lak of obvious oultations by lumps in the Pleiades indiates f is probably small. Inx4.2, we selet a maximum likely value for f(UV) to assess the limits of lump reddening.4. UV Dust PropertiesIn this setion, we use the nebular photometry of Paper I and the single-star model of x3to onstrain properties of nebular illumination, dust extintion, reddening, and sattering.We require that sattering angle maps derived from the UV/FIR olors agree with thosederived from the optial/FIR olors. This agreement implies nonstandard UV dust propertiesif standard grain models are assumed at optial wavelengths. The geometry of a nebularmodel with UV-altered dust is disussed in x5.4.1. The Problem of UV FaintnessGiven the predominantly foreground sattering, low sightline reddening, and blue olorsof the brightest stars in the Pleiades, the redness of the nebular UV/optial olors (Paper I)is a serious onstraint for sattering models. The left-side panels of Figure 4 illustratethe problem with sattering angle maps that agree poorly between our UV and optialphotometri bands. The maps use the smooth-dust nebular model (x3.2) with Gordon,Calzetti, & Witt (1997; GCW) sattering properties, a B7III stellar spetrum, RV = 3:1,and EB�V = 0:05. Though all of these are reasonable hoies based on available information,most of the derived UV sattering angles are larger than their optial ounterparts by � 20Æor more. This disrepany must be addressed with alternate models. The right-side panelsof Figure 4 show a superior model, to whih we will return in our disussion.



{ 9 {4.2. Parameter Spae SearhUsing equations (4) & (8), we omputed sattering angles for �sat = 1650, 2200, and4400 �A for a variety of parameter ombinations to see whih allow �1650 ' �2200 ' �4400.The parameters explored were: the stellar input spetrum F�(�); extintion parameter RV ,speifying a Cardelli et al. (1989) extintion urve; the sightline reddening EB�V ; the UVlump opaity f(UV); the dust albedo a(�); and the sattering asymmetry g(�) used in theHG phase funtion. All of these properties were assumed onstant over the nebula. ThoughEB�V and the input spetrum vary with position, most of these variations are smaller thanthe parameter ranges we examined.To optimize our searh for the best model, we explored the two separate parametergrids summarized in Table 1. The primary grid varied F�(�), RV , EB�V , and f(UV) whileusing standard grain model a(�) and g(�) values for all wavelengths. Results from this griddemonstrate that standard UV (a; g) values are inadequate. The seond grid used a fewinteresting (F�; RV ; EB�V ; f) ombinations from the �rst grid and varied a(�) and g(�) fromtheir standard UV values. The two standard grain models used were Mathis, Rumpl, &Nordsiek's (1977; MRN) simple power-law size distribution of spherial grains, as exploredby White (1979a) (Draine & Lee 1984 found similar results in our photometri bands), andGCW's ompilation of di�use dust results for the Milky Way. Standard MRN and GCW(a; g) values are given in Table 2.The ranges of the explored parameters were set by observational onstraints. Sinethe six brightest stars providing � 2=3 of the total light have B6-B8 III-IV spetra, theB7III spetrum of the brightest Pleiad, 25 Tau, is a representative luster average. Wealso onsidered ooler B8III and B9III average spetra to redden the nebular olors, thoughthese are less likely. Following Lang (1992), we used Teff = 13000, 12500, and 11000 K anda surfae gravity of 103:5 m s�2 to speify the Kuruz (1993) models. Standard RV = 3:1extintion is onsistent with estimates of � 3 � 4 for the Pleiades (e.g., Guthrie 1987;Witt, Bohlin, & Steher 1981). Beause a high RV redues the UV sattered intensity byattening the extintion urve, we onsidered RV = 5 as well, even though suh nonstandardextintion is not stritly onsistent with the MRN and GCW dust models. Apart from theheavy nebulosity SW of 23 Tau, reddenings are EB�V � 0:0 � 0:1, averaging 0:03 � 0:05(Breger 1986). We allowed lump bloking frations of f(UV) = 0:0 � 0:3. Higher valuesare unlikely, sine sightline bloking of less than � 10�1 is implied by the lak of brightstars with anomalously large EB�V , and bloking along the inident+sattered light paththrough the nebula is unlikely to be more than 2 or 3 times greater unless sattering anglesare unrealistially large. \Gray" lumps with � � 1 and EB�V = 0 may be present, butthese would not a�et the UV/optial olors. The seond grid's UV (a; g) variations were



{ 10 {onstrained by g(UV) > 0 (Paper I).We omputed di�erenes between UV and optial sattering angles, �� � �UV � �opt,for eah model in both parameter grids, with the goal of �nding models that minimize j��j.We used our own photometry as well as supplemental UV data from Witt, Bohlin, & Steher(1986; WBS). Our general proedure for eah model was: (1) ompute ��ij� at position i inphotometry set j (eitherWISP or WBS) for UV wavelength � (1650 or 2200 �A); (2) extrata representative ��j� value for eah set from these positional results; and (3) selet the value�� = Maxfj��j�jg as the overall �gure of merit for the model under onsideration. Thisoverall �� was then used to identify the most satisfatory models.For our WISP and Shmidt data, we alulated the absolute mean di�erene jh��ij�ijfor points within the 100�100 box in Fig. 4. This box avoids point spread and other WISPimage artifats but has enough pixels (400) for a good statistial ensemble, and one thatis representative of the bulk of ��ij� values over the area of Fig. 4. We hose jh��ij�ijover a more traditional root-mean-square h(��ij�)2i1=2 measure beause the latter yieldsdi�erent ranges for data with di�erent amounts of noise, suh as the WISP 1650 & 2200 �Aphotometry, and normalizing these ranges by the error in ��ij� requires propagating thephotometri errors through the inverted phase funtion, whih is nontrivial. By ontrast,jh��ij�ij ! 0 whenever the average angles agree, and this statisti's insensitivity to di�erentamounts of satter merely leads to onservative onstraints on the model parameter spae,beause fewer solutions are exluded than might be with an RMS analysis.The WISP 100�100 box has optial sattering angles exeeding 60Æ for standard GCWgrains (Fig. 4). To inlude smaller angles in our sattering analysis, we omputed repre-sentative ��j� values from the UV photometry of WBS, who observed at o�sets of 2000 and4000 from both 17 and 20 Tau and 2000 and 6000 from 23 Tau, implying � = a few degrees.No other UV study has suh small o�sets; those of Andriesse et al. (1977) are similar toWISP's. Optial photometry at the WBS positions is not available in our Shmidt data orother studies, but we were able to estimate �opt from its value in the 100�100 box and anassumed fae-on slab geometry. IRAS photometry exists at the WBS positions, though itlaks struture on subarminute sales. A more serious onern is the possibility of bias inthe WBS photometry: their redder, more starlike olors at smaller o�sets ontradit other�ndings (Paper I; Andriesse, Piersma, & Witt 1977) unless the phase funtion is omplex atsmall angles. But despite this possible bias, even approximate measurements at small anglesare better than none. Still, the ��ij� values derived for eah of the six WBS points oftendisagree with eah other by � 10Æ or more. The ause may be the geometri assumptionswe used to infer optial photometry or perhaps some problem with the WBS photometry.Rather than attempt to average ��ij� over a few points with possible systemati errors, we



{ 11 {have used ��j� = Minfj��ij�jg. As in the WISP analysis, this statisti is onservative: itminimizes the parameter spae onstraints and maximizes the range of aeptable models.The model wavelength integrals were performed over a range of 1000 � � � 10; 000 �Ain steps of �� = 50 �A. Though limited by the tabulated MRN/GCW grain model data, thisrange inludes our WISP and Shmidt passbands, and it misses only a few perent of theB7III stellar UV heating ux and even less for ooler spetra. Where a(�) and g(�) wereallowed to vary in the UV, the MRN/GCW values were retained for � � 2600 �A, while theproperties for 1000 � � < 1990 �A and 1990 � � < 2600 �A were represented by (a1; g1) and(a2; g2), respetively. These parameters' wavelength ranges math the two WISP passbands,exept the overage of a1 was extended to tie the shortest-wavelength UV heating in themodel to observed sattered light properties.4.3. Parameter Searh Results4.3.1. Fixed (a; g) ModelsA thorough exploration of the primary grid demonstrated the inadequay of the standardMRN and GCW grain model UV (a; g) properties. Although ooler stellar spetra and higherRV , EB�V , and f(UV) all help to redue j��j, none of these an redue it suÆiently, even inombination. The losest UV-optial math ours for an unrealistially ool B9III spetrumwith GCW grains, RV = 4:0; EB�V = 0:05, and f(UV) = 0:30, with j��j = 2:3Æ, wherethis is the larger of j�1650 � �4400j and j�2200 � �4400j for both WISP and WBS photometry.The best B7III and B8III GCW mathes require EB�V = 0:10 to ahieve j��j = 5Æ; with amore realisti EB�V = 0:05, suh models have j��j � 11Æ. MRN grains perform worse thanGCW grains. The best MRN models have j��j � 10Æ even with EB�V = 0:10. The poorershowing of MRN arises in part from its g(2200) < g(4400) behavior, whih ontradits theUV/optial olor trends of Paper I. Alterations to the MRN/GCW UV (a; g) propertiesappear neessary to ahieve j��j < 5Æ for reasonable nebular models.4.3.2. Variable (a; g) ModelsExploring UV (a; g) variations for all primary grid models was impratial, but weonsidered eight interesting ases, whih we all Models A-H. These are listed in Table 3along with the best UV (a; g) values found for eah. Model A has the most likely nebularproperties (x4.1), while the others illustrate various departures within the primary grid. Onlytwo MRN ases met the minimum standard for aeptable solutions.



{ 12 {For eah of these ases, �� values were omputed over the UV (a; g) grid, with j��j � 5Æadopted as a riterion for aeptable solutions. The (a1; g1; a2; g2) explorations were per-formed separately for our photometry and the WBS data, eah on (a1; g1; a2) and (a2; g2; a1)subspaes for eÆieny; a1 and a2 are oupled in the heating integral and annot be sep-arated. After merging the WISP and WBS ubes by seleting the largest j��j values ineah, a full (a1; g1; a2; g2) 4-ube was onstruted from the two 3-ubes by hoosing the max-imum j��j at eah position. Solutions with g(UV) < g(opt) were also eliminated to retainonsisteny with the Paper I olor results. The average (a1; g1; a2; g2) values and standarddeviations of the remaining solutions with j��j � 5Æ are listed in Table 3.The solution spae is illustrated for the GCW Model A ase in Figure 5. UV andoptial sattering angle maps are shown in Figure 4 for this same ase. �UV and �opt arein muh loser agreement here than in the standard (a; g) ase, both inside the 100 � 100box and in most areas outside, exluding WISP point spread artifats. Spei�ally, we �ndthe UV-modi�ed GCW Model A ase has jh��ij � 2Æ in the box for either WISP �lter,with 1� satters of �15Æ and �7Æ about this mean for jh�1650 � �4400ij and jh�2200 � �4400ij,respetively. The error in jh��ij is �=pN , where the number of independent samples Nallowed by angular resolution in the 100 � 100 box is � 4 for the IRAS data and � 6 forthe smoothed WISP data. The sattering angles in the box are also muh lower than forstandard GCW grains and are more likely to lie in the HG phase funtion's reliable range.Note that even if the WBS photometry were not used in our analysis, the set ofWISP-basedj��j � 5Æ solutions exludes the standard GCW (a; g) properties.The a(�) and g(�) plots in Figure 6 summarize all the models' behavior. Most MRNmodels have no solutions with j��j � 5Æ, whih suggests problems even with the optialMRN (a; g) values. We �nd g(UV) is slightly higher than standard GCW values and muhhigher than MRN. Conversely, a(UV) is usually less than standard GCW values but agreesbetter with MRN for available solutions. Models with less smooth dust (A, C, E, & G)fall farther from standard (a; g) values. Our simplisti, extreme lumps make some MRNsolutions possible and allow higher GCW albedo and g values, but real lumps will have lesse�et. The B7III and B8III solutions are very similar, sine B8III is only slightly ooler. Asin Paper I, we �nd no signi�ant hange in sattering properties between 1650 and 2200 �A.A slight 2200 �A albedo dip appears in some GCW models, and a dg=d� < 0 trend ours inall models, but both e�ets are within the error bars.From this set, we seleted GCWModel A as the best representation of the Pleiades dust.The only MRN models with viable (a; g) solutions require our overestimated lumpy dustextintion. Sine real lumps would a�et our results less, the smooth models o�er a moreeonomi desription of the nebular extintion. Of the smooth GCW ases, Model A di�ers



{ 13 {more than the others from standard (a; g) values, but we feel the redued (a; g) alterationsof Models B, C, and D are not aeptable given these models' poor math to observed stellarspetra and RV and EB�V measurements. Figure 7 ompares our GCW Model A hoieagainst (a; g) values from other studies overing at least part of theWISP 1650 �A bandpass.If we ignore the possibility that sattering properties may di�er between environments, ourfar-UV results show the greatest onsisteny with those of Sasseen & Deharveng (1996),Henry (2002), Murthy & Henry (1995), and Burgh, MCandliss & Feldman (2002), and theleast onsisteny with Hurwitz et al. (1991), MRN, GCW, and Witt & Petersohn (1994).Two aveats apply to our results. First, though our model lumps are not importantfor reddening, this does not mean lumps are not present. If lumps are ommon, our (a; g)properties may apply to the bulk medium rather than individual grains. Seond, if multilayersattering is signi�ant in the regions we have examined, then the g(UV) > g(opt) trend(Fig. 6) will ause the average UV light to arise from dust farther in front of the stars than theaverage optial light, whih in turn emerges in front of the isotropi thermal radiation. Thiswavelength separation of the average emitting regions ould ause the UV faintness problemto be more severe, and the neessary (a; g) adjustments more extreme, beause the sightlineposition of eah wavelength's layer is that whih maximizes the observed intensity. Thus,there is more FIR radiation relative to sattered light than the UV layer would produe,ausing � to be overestimated and the UV phase funtion to be sampled farther from itsbright ore than it should be. The �opt used as a referene for �UV will also be too largebeause the optial light satters loser to the stars. If d�=d� < 0 for 0Æ � � � 180Æ andg > 0, as the HG form implies, these arguments hold for bakground dust as well.5. Sattering GeometryWe now disuss the geometry implied by the single-star sattering model parametersseleted in x4. Using the optial data, whih have the best quality, we examine the distri-bution of derived sattering angles and the implied 3-D geometry. We onsider multistarand multilayer e�ets where appropriate. An alternative treatment of multistar satteringis given in x6. 5.1. Sattering AnglesFigure 8 shows an optial intensity map with optial sattering angle ontours overlaidfor the UV-modi�ed GCWModel A ase (Table 3). Most bright nebulosities in the map have



{ 14 {forward-sattering angles of � < 90Æ. Atual foreground dust requires � � � < 90Æ (Fig. 3),but usually �� �. Consistent with the foreground geometry piture, we �nd smaller anglesnear bright stars. The lowest sattering angles our in the main nebular ondensation andnear a handful of outlying stars, while higher angles trae weaker, more extended features. Aprominent exeption is the apparent baksattering southwest of 23 Tau. Bakground dustould be present here, but our alulations might also be ompromised by optially thikdust (x2). In other regions with � > 90Æ, the sattered intensity from foreground dust maybe less than that from the di�use Galati bakground. The exat extent of forward- vs.baksattering regions may di�er from that shown in Fig. 8 if the HG phase funtion wehave assumed is not appropriate for large angles.Though � is generally low near bright stars, it also tends to be higher on the westside of the luster ore than the east, implying larger sattering angles where there is morenebulosity. Representative values are � � 60Æ near 17 Tau, 40Æ near 20 & 23 Tau, 30Æ near25 Tau, and 20Æ near 27 Tau. What might ause this 40Æ hange?1. Spatial variations in dust properties are not suÆient. Our UV-modi�ed GCW models(Table 3) an only produe 20Æ of variation, and then only if Model D onditions obtainnear 17 Tau and Model E onditions obtain near 27 Tau. The real range is probablylower unless large, abrupt hanges in dust properties are possible.2. If more than one star illuminates the nebular parel, the derived � beomes a ux-weighted average over �i values for eah ontributor, where �i is larger for more distantstars, raising h�i. This e�et may explain why � 6= 0Æ near bright stars, and multistarillumination seems more likely on the west side of the luster. However, alulationsin x5.2 using a partial multistar representation still produe a prominent east-west �trend.3. The � trend ould reet real geometry. As a single sheet, the nebula might lie fartherfrom the stars on the east side of the luster than on the west. With a multilayer nebula,the outer layers ould dominate on the east side, while the inner layers dominate on thewest; in the naming sheme of x2, these would be Components 1 and 2, respetively.The geometri interpretation would also predit lower dust temperatures on the eastside than on the west. The 60/100 �m olor temperature is signi�antly lower near 27 Tauthan near 17, 20, or 23 Tau (Paper I; White & Bally 1993). Near 25 Tau it is omparableto 17, 20, and 23, but 25 Tau is also more luminous, whih ould ompensate for a largerseparation.



{ 15 {One ompliation for this piture is that EB�V , whih is supposed to trae nebulosityand larger � values, is lower toward 17 Tau (0.020) than 27 Tau (0.031; Breger 1986). But thetrue geometry is unlikely to have all the stars behind all the dust. 17 Tau ould lie in front ofComponent 2 and lose to Component 1, thus having low EB�V but high �; absorption lineevidene (White 1984) suggests 17 Tau is in front of most of the other bright stars. 27 Tauould lie at a somewhat larger distane than the other stars, reduing � from its expetedlevel. 5.2. Star-Nebula SeparationsFigure 9 plots star-nebula separations along the line of sight, omputed from the sat-tering angles � of Fig. 8 with s = d tan�=[tan� + tan (� � �)℄ (eq. [6℄; Fig. 3). The o�setangle � required for this alulation is easily measured for a single star, but for multipleilluminators, a representative value must be assumed. Though our model is designed onlyfor the single-star ase, we have bent this rule slightly to estimate � and onsider the implied3-D geometry. 5.2.1. O�set EstimationWe estimated � by two methods with di�erent simplifying assumptions. These ap-proahes give omplementary information and provide useful heks on eah other.The dominant star method uses the losest bright star as the sole illuminator. Wedetermine whih star's light is dominant at eah pixel in our map by assuming the stars anddust lie in the same plane normal to the line of sight and omputing the ux ontributions ofall the stars at eah position. Though very simple, this nebular model suÆes for dominantstar determination (e.g., Paper I); separating the stars and dust into di�erent planes doesnot alter the results signi�antly unless the plane separation is unreasonably large. We useall Shmidt mosai stars brighter than B � 11 regardless of luster membership status, sinesome nebulosities may not be lit by luster stars. Even so, most of the total light is providedby known luster members.The average star method alulates the average o�set angle of the illuminating stars ateah point weighted by the ontributed ux of eah star, i.e.,



{ 16 {
h�(x; y)i = N�Pi=1 10�0:4Bi r�2i (x; y)�i(x; y)N�Pi=1 10�0:4Bi r�2i (x; y) ; (9)where the model has N� stars, and star i has apparent magnitude Bi as seen from Earthand lies at an inident path distane ri(x; y) from sightline position (x; y) in the nebula ato�set angle �i(x; y) (see Fig. 3). Sine the ux weights are normalized, the absolute ux ofeah star is not needed. We annot obtain ri(x; y) rigorously without detailed knowledge ofthe 3-D geometry, but as a simple exerise, we assume a plane of stars shining on a plane ofdust, both perpendiular to the sightline. The distane S between the two planes is a freeparameter, and the derived o�sets h�(x; y)i and separations s(x; y) are both funtions of S.However, most plane separations ause s(x; y) to inrease or derease drastially near brightstars. Only a narrow range of S produes the relatively at s(x; y) behavior expeted for asheet of dust, and this range is generally onsistent with the s(x; y) values obtained.5.2.2. Core Nebula StrutureFor both o�set estimation methods, we �nd lower separations around 17, 20, & 23 Tauon the luster ore's west side and higher separations around 25 & 27 Tau on the east, whihis onsistent with the east-west � trend traing loser sattering material on the west sidethan the east. Part of the trend ould arise from starlight blending e�ets rather than realgeometry (x5.1), sine the average-star method only aounts for suh e�ets in �, not �.But external onstraints (x2) imply that muh of the trend results from real geometry.Though the dominant-star and average-star separations both have an east-west trend,they di�er in other respets. The dominant-star method an produe disontinuities of a fewtenths of a parse between the domains of di�erent stars, and its assumption of purely loalillumination auses separations to be underestimated near bright stars beause � is largerthan expeted. The average-star method does not produe disontinuities, but its assumptionthat all the stars lie in the same plane maximizes the ontributions of distant illuminators,ausing separation enhanements near some stars. Consequently, the two methods representextreme ases, with the average-star separations being larger than the dominant-star sepa-rations: respetive values of 0:15� 2:0 p and 0:05� 1:0 p are found in the area between 17and 27 Tau. The real nebular geometry is probably an intermediate ase with intermediateseparations.



{ 17 {5.2.3. Peripheral FeaturesOur analysis has diÆulty with the nebulosities outside the entral region. Dominant-star separations drop and average-star separations rise near several bright stars, inludingHD 23753, 24118, 24178, 24213 and 24368. The average-star separations are better behavedaround HD 23985, but this nebulosity is harder to explain physially: though long noted(Barnard 1900), it is assoiated with a star lying well inside the Loal Bubble (ESA 1997;Sfeir et al. 1999) with no deteted interstellar Na I absorption (White et al. 2001).The limitations of both o�set estimation methods are probably more severe for periph-eral features. The average-star assumption that all stars lie at the luster distane is lesslikely to apply to the outer nebulosities. HD 23753 is a luster member, but it may be o�set indistane from the ore stars, while HD 24368 is in the near-bakground at 1.2 times the lus-ter distane (ESA 1997). The illuminating roles of the non-member stars HD 24118, 24178,and 24213 are unertain, sine all have nebular glows ompat enough to be point spreadartifats. The dominant-star assumption of only loal illumination may also be problematiif the ambient interstellar radiation �eld is important, as the optial/FIR olors suggest inthe outer nebula (Paper I). Finally, both methods may su�er if the Henyey-Greenstein phasefuntion is inappropriate for large-angle sattering, sine this ould signi�antly a�et thebalane of loal vs. nonloal illumination. Beause of these limitations, the assoiation ofperipheral features with the entral nebula remains unlear.6. Multiple Illuminator AnalysisOur seondary analysis onsiders the blending of light from multiple stars expliitly.The nebula is still assumed to be optially and physially thin, but the brightness at eahpoint is now a funtion of many illuminators, eah at its own distane and sattering angle.As a result, the 3-D geometry annot be obtained from sattered/thermal intensity ratiosand dust parameters. Instead, it must be assumed with the dust properties a priori andevaluated by omparing the resulting intensity maps against observations.This intensity-based approah omplements the single-star olor analysis of xx3-5. Theparameter spae of possible geometries is vast, so only a few simple ases an be explored.However, multistar illumination e�ets are represented more aurately in these ases. Ab-solute stellar ux salings and nebular opaities an also be examined sine, unlike thesingle-star model, this model is sensitive to them. Model details and results are given below.



{ 18 {6.1. ModelWe generalize the sattered light and thermal radiation integrals of x3:I�sat = Ibg(�sat) + R2� Z 10 N�Xi=1 bi F� e��1��2r2i [1� f℄ �p a�(�i) �sat d� (10)
I�FIR = Ibg(�FIR) + R2� �FIR(T; �)4� Z 10 N�Xi=1 bi F� e��1r2i � [1� f℄ �p [1� a℄ + f � d� ; (11)where the �-dependenies of the integrated variables have been dropped for larity, and thestellar ontributions are summed over the number of stars N�. The set of stars is that usedin x5.2.1. We assume all stars have the same spetrum but di�erent luminosities L�i = biL�,where L� = 4�R�2F� is the standard luminosity for a star of the hosen spetral type,bi � 10�0:4�Bi, and �Bi is the atalog magnitude di�erene between 25 Tau and star i. Asbefore, we use Kuruz (1993) surfae uxes for F�. We interpolate R� from Lang (1992) asRB7III = 7:0R� and RB8III = 6:5R�. The HG form is used for �, and the parameters F�(�),RV , EB�V , f(UV), a(�), and g(�) are taken from the UV-modi�ed GCW Models A-H ofTable 3. The bakground intensity level Ibg is determined experimentally.We adopt a simple geometry in whih the dust and stars lie in separate planes normalto the line of sight, with the separation s as a free parameter. Like the average-star o�setmethod in x5.2, this approah may overestimate starlight blending. The model an begeneralized to multilayer sattering by summing over multiple dust planes, whih we onsiderbriey in x6.2.3. For a single dust plane, �i is found from d, s, and �i with equation (6), thestar-parel distane is ri = s = os (�i � �i), and optial depths are given by the � equationsin x3. The dust plane's uniform optial depth may reasonably represent that of the smooth,distant Component 1 layer (x2). Though optial depth variations are learly present, generalbrightness trends near stars (Paper I) indiate the importane of a smooth omponent, anddeviations from suh behavior an be used to map struture.The total absorbed ux at eah position is used to �nd the luster-indued dust temper-ature Tl via the Stefan-Boltzmann relation. To inlude heating from the general bakground�eld, we alulate the overall temperature as T = Tl + Tbg, where Tbg � 20 K is the typ-ial bakground level away from the luster ore. Physially, suh temperatures should besummed as T 4+� = Tl4+� + Tbg4+� for grains with emissivity power-law exponent �, butthe larger range a�orded by the linear sum is a better math to the IRAS 60/100 �m olortemperatures used in xx3-5, whih have some small-grain bias (Paper I). Consistent input



{ 19 {temperatures allow a more straightforward omparison of our multistar and single-star re-sults. Remaining di�erenes in T between the multistar model and real nebula are muh lessimportant than likely di�erenes in opaity struture or geometry.6.2. Results6.2.1. Intensity Zero-LevelIf the model is lit only by the Shmidt �eld stars, it falls signi�antly short of observedbrightness & 1Æ from the luster enter. A non-plane-parallel model ould address thisproblem by shifting the peripheral dust far forward of the bright ore stars to satter morelight at small angles, but suh a solution is not very satisfatory (x5.2). Instead, we retainedthe plane-parallel geometry and added a onstant bakground level to represent illuminationfrom the general interstellar radiation �eld. This mehanism allows reasonable mathes toobserved intensities in the outer nebula, indiating the importane of external illuminationin these areas. The exat bakground levels depend somewhat on the multistar modelparameters, inluding the shape of the phase funtion for large-angle sattering. For theGCW Model A ase adopted below, we �nd Ibg(4400 �A) � 3�10�19 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2= 25:9 B mag arse�2 and Ibg(100 �m) � 5 MJy sr�1. The WISP sensitivity is insuÆientto estimate meaningful UV levels. However, the optial level is similar to that found forambient irrus louds (e.g., Paley et al. 1991).6.2.2. Nebular ParametersWe ompared the multistar model to the observed nebula for all eight UV-modi�edGCW parameter sets in Table 3. The model performane is onsistent with our x4.3 results.For the right hoies of star-dust separation and bakground intensity, Models A and Eboth perform quite well: their UV and optial intensities are within a few tens of perentof observed levels over most of the nebula. The FIR intensities of the model also agreewith the real nebula on average, though loalized disagreements our where the real dustolumn di�ers from that in the model. Models C and G perform adequately, but their fainterB8III illumination is a poorer math to the nebular brightness than the B7III illuminationof Models A and E. At the same time, the inreased amount of smooth dust in Models B, D,F, and H makes them overbright relative to the real nebula. A side test of Model A with thestandard GCW UV properties mathes the optial and FIR nebula but is overbright in theUV, reon�rming the need for UV-modi�ed (a; g) properties. Sine the UV-modi�ed GCW



{ 20 {Model A has RV and EB�V values onsistent with measurements and no ad ho absorbinglumps, it is the subjet of the remaining disussions.6.2.3. Sattering GeometryThe star - dust separation s was varied to �nd the best math to observed intensities.The model's average intensity hanges little with s, but its intensity distribution is sensitiveto s, partiularly near bright stars. Optimal s values produe observed/model intensityratios that are near unity and relatively onstant over large areas. If the basi piture ofx2 is orret, the s found for most of the nebula will be that of Component 1. WhereEB�V . 0:05, we �nd a Model A Component 1 foreground separation of s � 0:7 p forthe optial data. Consistent values apply at UV and FIR wavelengths, though with greaterunertainty.The separation maps of x5.2 math this s � 0:7 p value in plaes, but they are probablyless reliable for determining the position of Component 1, sine the single-star approah an-not model starlight blending e�ets fully. Nevertheless, single-star sattering angles derivedfrom the intensity maps of this multistar model do agree on average with those found fromthe observations for � . 60Æ, indiating a general onsisteny between the two models apartfrom some strutural e�ets disussed below.A disrepany ours for � & 60Æ however. The area around the entral nebula with� < 90Æ is about twie as large when derived from the multistar model intensities instead ofobserved intensities. A likely explanation is that real grains satter less eÆiently than theadopted Henyey-Greenstein phase funtion at large angles. If, for example, the multistarmodel's phase funtion is hanged to �0 = [�HG j os �j+(1� �HG)℄�HG(g; �), the best math tothe � = 90Æ ontours of Fig. 8 is provided by a 90Æ sattering derement of �HG � 0:7. The�0 form is ad ho, and the exat orretion depends upon the adopted bakground intensitylevel, but �HG > 0 seems neessary. Sine our single-star analysis assumes � = �HG , x5 mayoverestimate sattering angles and underestimate separations, and more nebulosity may liein front of the stars than Fig. 8 indiates.Figure 10 ompares UV-modi�ed GCW Model A intensities to the observed nebula at4400 �A and 100 �m, using bakground levels from x6.2.1, s = 0:7 p, and the above orretionto �HG . Di�erenes between the model and observations arise from real 3-D geometry anddust struture not inluded in the model. If the model primarily represents Component 1,this residual struture traes the inuene of Component 2, whih has a greater optial depththan Component 1 and lies loser to the stars. Both e�ets will inrease observed/model



{ 21 {ratio, so they are diÆult to separate. For example, the west side of the luster ore hasmore dust (x2) at smaller separations (x5).Beause of this degeneray, the separation of Component 2 is more diÆult to estimatewith the multistar model. If the observed/model ratio struture is assumed to be purelygeometri, applying the same Model A nebula to the areas near 20 and 23 Tau gives s �0:35 p at 4400 �A and s � 0:25 p at 100 �m. These are lower limits if there is only onesattering layer. But in multilayer sattering, the separations are weighted averages, and theinner layer(s) ould lie loser to the stars. Multiple layers ould also explain the disrepanybetween optial and FIR separations in this region if phase funtion e�ets ause the averageradiation to emerge from di�erent layers depending on wavelength (x4.3.2), or if the dust isthik to UV photons, whih would ause a similar di�erentiation.Our analyses assume a physially thin sattering layer to restrain � on eah sightline.We tried testing this assumption by summing thin models to simulate thik slabs, but thisapproah has large unertainties: even in areas where Component 1 dominates the sattering,we an only onstrain the slab thikness to . 0:6 p at the 1� level. White (1984) is moresuessful, �nding a Component 1 thikness of . 0:3 p, whih restrits � suÆiently in anebular parel for our models to be reasonably valid where Component 2 is not important.6.2.4. Nebular StrutureHigh observed/model intensity ratios may be used as a proxy to map Component 2 overthe luster area. Many high ratios are found on the west side of the luster ore, espeiallySW of 23 Tau. The ratios in this area orrelate to some degree with the EB�V and �(100 �m)traers of nebular opaity, though signi�ant satter is introdued by IRAS noise and 3-Dgeometry details not inluded in the model. Conversely, low ratios trae redued nebulosity,partiularly in a region extending east from the environs of 25 Tau. This feature orrespondswith a dust avity identi�ed by White & Bally (1993) in the IRAS data. The avity's outlinesare visible in intensity maps but more onspiuous in the ratio maps, whih also show thatthe 200 diameter hole in the optial nebulosity �1Æ NE of 25 Tau (Paper I) is part of a largerstruture.White & Bally (1993) posit that loal density in the dust avity has been lowered byphotoeletri heating or radiation pressure, and (Gordon & Arny 1984) onsider similarmehanisms to explain a ounterpart hole in the neutral hydrogen 21m emission. Figure 11shows optial and FIR ratios overlaid with ontours of our own H I 21m data at a veloitytraing Component 2 (S. J. Gibson, in preparation). The H I assoiates with high ratios



{ 22 {near the luster ore and has a avity similar to the dust avity. These 21m observationsand higher-resolution synthesis maps will be presented in subsequent papers.7. ConlusionsWe have examined dust sattering in the Pleiades reetion nebula with some simplegeometri models. We �nd the following results:1. As implied by the olor trends of Paper I, the dust dominating the sattering lies infront of the stars.2. On average, the dust is loser to the stars on the west side of the luster ore thanon the east, and greater optial depths our on the west side. A multilayer geometryis likely, with one widespread layer � 0:7 p in front of the stars and a seond layeron�ned to areas of heavier nebulosity at half this distane or less; part of the seondlayer may even lie among or behind the stars. The �rst layer is probably optially thin,while the seond may be optially thik in some areas.3. The blending of inident light from multiple stars has a signi�ant e�et on the nebularbrightness distribution. Our multistar model reprodues brightness trends near moststars quite well and is a useful tool for revealing nebular strutures.4. Real sattering eÆienies at angles approahing 90Æ may be less than those givenby a Henyey-Greenstein phase funtion. Geometri analyses using HG funtions mayontain biases from poorly represented large-angle sattering.5. Outlying nebulosities 1�2Æ from the luster ore may not reeive the majority of theirlight from the ore stars, but instead from other stars in the viinity or from the generalinterstellar radiation �eld. The geometri assoiation of these areas with the entralnebula is unlear.6. Available onstraints suggest the ultraviolet faintness of the nebula is due to a mix-ture of lower UV albedo and greater forward-throwing of the UV phase funtion thanstandard grain models provide. Our best-performing model uses Gordon et al. (1997)Milky Way dust (a; g) properties modi�ed to (a = 0:22 � 0:07, g = 0:74 � 0:06) for� < 2600 �A.7. Clumpy dust does not a�et the nebular olors signi�antly. But lumps might stillbe ommon. If so, our (a; g) values may apply to the bulk medium, not to individualdust grains.



{ 23 {More detailed results will require Monte Carlo modeling, whih involves many more freeparameters to desribe the 3-D distributions of stars and dust. Aurate estimates of theseinput quantities will not be obtained easily, but they are essential to overome the limitationsof the urrent models, suh as the plane-parallel geometry of x6. A major asset would be true3-D positions of all the major stars, as future spae-based trigonometri parallax missionsmay provide. For example, the GAIA mission's antiipated 1� preision of 4 miroarseondsfor bright stars (Perryman et al. 2001), or � 0:07 p at the Pleiades distane, is equivalentto � 1=10 the typial angular separations of the brightest luster stars.An additional asset would be polarimetri imaging of the entire nebula as WISP orig-inally intended, sine this would help to disentangle the light ontributions from di�erentstars, partiularly in the outer areas where the geometry is most ambiguous. A majorground-based imaging ampaign might ahieve the desired sensitivity for suh work, but theoptial polarimetri bakground is highly unertain (Nordsiek et al. 1994). A spae-basedUV mission would avoid this problem, but the faint UV/optial nebular olors of the nebula(Paper I) require a sensitivity at least 103 times better than WISP and a greatly reduedpoint spread funtion.We extend many thanks to R. E. White for providing us with advane opies of Na Iabsorption papers and for raising several stimulating points on sattering results over theourse of this projet. We are also very grateful to J. Bally and R. E. White for the useof their unpublished 12CO data in Fig. 1, to J. C. Brown for assistane with the nebularparel illustration in Fig. 2, to A. R. Taylor for advie on statistis, and to R. J. Goohfor extensive omputing support. J. S. Mathis gave valuable suggestions on improving thestruture and larity of the presentation. Many additional helpful omments were given byB. T. Draine and E. B. Burgh. This researh made use of the Simbad data base, operatedat CDS, Strasbourg, Frane. Shmidt observations were made with the Burrell Shmidttelesope of the Warner and Swasey Observatory, Case Western Reserve University. TheWISP projet is supported by NASA grant NAG5-647 under ontrat with the University ofWisonsin. SJG wishes to aknowledge additional funding support from the Natural Sienesand Engineering Researh Counil of Canada.REFERENCESAdams, J. D., Stau�er, J. R., Monet, D. G., Skrutskie, M. F., & Beihman, C. A. 2001, AJ,121, 2053Andriesse, C.D., Piersma, Th.R., & Witt, A.N. 1977, A&A, 54, 841
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Fig. 1.| Interstellar reddening and moleular gas aross the luster ore. Bright Flamsteedstars are numbered. The bakground is a log-sale negative image of 4400 �A nebulosityfrom Paper I, with intensities of 2:0�10�19�2:0�10�17 erg m�2 s�1�A�1arse�2, or 26:3�21:3 B mag arse�2. Crosses show reddenings toward luster members (Breger 1986), whereEB�V = ross width in degrees. The ontours mark 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 K km s�1 pro�leintegrals of 12CO J = 1� 0 emission from Bell Labs 7m telesope data provided by J. Bally& R. E. White (see Bally & White 1986). CH+ absorption is also deteted toward a numberof stars, with larger olumn densities measured for 16, 20, & 23 Tau than for 19, 25, &27 Tau (White 1984).
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θ

Fig. 2.| A simple reetion nebula interposed between the viewer and illuminating star.The box marks a parel of nebulosity: the volume of dust orresponding to one pixel orresolution element as seen by the observer. Our model presumes the nebula is thin enoughin the sightline dimension to haraterize all sattering events within the parel by the samedeetion angle �.
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Fig. 3.| Sattering geometry in a generalized reetion nebula, showing the relationshipsbetween the observed star-parel o�set angle �, grain sattering angle �, star-observer dis-tane d, star-parel distane r, and star-nebula sightline separation s = r os (� � �).
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Fig. 4.| Sattering angle � in the luster ore for two sets of sattering properties at threewavelengths. Intensities range linearly from � = 15Æ (blak) to � = 90Æ (white), with ontoursmarking 15Æ intervals. Baksattering angles are not shown. Stars have Flamsteed numbers.Left-side panels use standard GCW grains; right-side panels use UV-modi�ed GCW grains.Both have a B7III input spetrum and smooth dust with RV = 3:1 and EB�V = 0:05(Model A). Top, middle, and bottom panels show 1650 �A, 2200 �A, and 4400 �A, respetively.The box marks the main area used to measure di�erenes between optial and UV angles(see x4.2).
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Fig. 5.| Illustration of the 4-D (a1; g1; a2; g2) solution spae for the GCWModel A ase. Thepanels show 2-D (a1; g1) and (a2; g2) slies through the average solution oordinates. UV-optial sattering angle absolute di�erenes j��j are indiated by shading over the range0Æ (blak) to 5Æ (white). The large rosses mark the average solutions, with the ross armsindiating 1� standard deviations. The smaller rosses show standard GCW model (a; g)values. The horizontal dashed line marks g(4400 �A;GCW). The ontours show the extentof the same solution lous if the WBS photometry is not inluded in the analysis.
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Fig. 6.| a(�) and g(�) solutions for the models listed in Tables 2 & 3. Only two MRNmodels had satisfatory (a; g) solutions. The solid lines onnet standard MRN and GCWmodel values. The other line types onnet revised (a; g) values for di�erent ases. Thehorizontal bins indiate the wavelength ranges of the modi�ed values. The dots marking the(a; g) solutions are staggered in � for readability. Error bars give 1� standard deviations.WISP 1650 and 2200 �A and Shmidt 4400 �A �lter bandpasses are indiated.
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Fig. 7.| Our GCW Model A (a; g) values for the 1650 �A �lter ompared to other far-UV(a; g) results from Burgh et al. (2002), Henry (2002), Shiminovih et al. (2001), Weingartner& Draine (2001), Gordon et al. (1997), Witt, Friedmann, & Sasseen (1997), Sasseen &Deharveng (1996), Murthy & Henry (1995), Witt & Petersohn (1994), Witt et al. (1992),Hurwitz et al. (1991), and Mathis et al. (1977) via White (1979a). Typial 1� errors quotedfor the other results are � 0:05 � 0:10. The three boxes outline a or (a; g) ranges. Thedotted urve shows (a; g) from Sasseen & Deharveng (1996). Though many have di�erentwavelength ranges, all these studies inlude theWISP 1650 �A bandpass at least partly. TheBurgh et al. (2002) values are from their longest-wavelength bin of 1345 � 1380 �A. TheWeingartner & Draine (2001) values are for RV = 3:1.
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Fig. 8.| 4400 �A sattering angle ontours for � = 15Æ, 30Æ, 45Æ, 60Æ, 75Æ, and 90Æ overlaidon Shmidt mosai optial brightness from Paper I; the 75Æ, and 90Æ ontours are often losetogether. The intensity sale is that of Fig. 1. The angles are alulated for a UV-modi�edModel A nebula (Table 3). Small numbers label seleted ontour values in degrees. Starsdisussed in the text are labeled with larger Flamsteed and Henry Draper numbers. Thebox marks the area of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 9.| 4400 �A star-nebula sightline separations for (a) dominant-star and (b) average-staro�sets (x5.2.1). Intensities range from 0.00 p (white) to 1.50 p (blak), with dark ontoursat 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 p, and light ontours at 1.00, 1.25, and 1.50 p. All indiateforeground separations; bakground separations are not shown. Crosses mark bright stars.The area and star labels are as in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10.| Multiple illuminator results for a UV-modi�ed Model A nebula 0.7 p in frontof the stars. The two upper panels ompare (a) 4400 �A intensity and (b) 4400 �A multistarmodel intensities on the same sale as Figs. 1 & 8. The two lower panels ompare ()observed 4400 �A intensity divided by the model and (d) the same for 100 �m. The ratiosrange linearly from 0 (white) to 2 (blak). The area and star labels are as in Figs. 8 & 9.
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Fig. 11.| Observed/model intensity ratios as in Fig. 10 over a larger area, with H I 21memission ontours from the Green Bank 43m telesope. The ontours mark 2 K intervalsin brightness temperature for gas at +10.3 km s�1 with respet to the Loal Standard ofRest. The dark ontours are 0.1 K below the light ontours to indiate the loal gradients.The maximum ontour in the heavy nebulosity on the west side of the luster ore is 24 K.Crosses mark the stars labeled in Figs. 8-10.



{ 38 {Table 1. Single-Star Model Parameter Spae GridsSearh Parameter Values Usedprimary F�(�) B7III, B8III, B9III Kuruz spetra�grid: EB�V 0.00, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10�xed (a; g) RV y 3.1, 4.0, 5.0(x4.3.1) f(UV) 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30a(�); g(�) MRN, GCW values (see Table 2)zseondary (F�; RV ; EB�V ; f) seleted ombinations (see Table 3)grid: optial (a; g) MRN, GCW valuesvariable (a; g) a(1650) 0:02; 0:04; 0:06; :::; 1:00(x4.3.2) g(1650) 0:02; 0:04; 0:06; :::; 1:00a(2200) 0:02; 0:04; 0:06; :::; 1:00g(2200) 0:02; 0:04; 0:06; :::; 1:00�Kuruz (1993) atmosphere models with Teff= 13000 K, Teff= 12500 K,and Teff= 11000 K, respetively, all using log g = 3.5 and log (Z=Z�) = 0yspei�es a Cardelli et al. (1989) extintion urvezMRN = Mathis et al. (1977) and White (1979a); GCW = Gordon etal. (1997)
Table 2. Standard Grain Model PropertiesGrain 1650 �A 2200 �A 4400 �AModel a g a g a gMRN 0.45 0.61 0.52 0.48 0.66 0.52GCW 0.66 0.74 0.47 0.71 0.61 0.63
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Table 3. Revised UV PropertiesNebular Model Grain 1650 �A 2200 �AName F�(�) RV EB�V f(UV) Model a1� �a1 g1 �g1 a2 �a2 g2 �g2A B7III 3.1 0.05 0.0 MRNy | | | | | | | |GCW 0.22 0.07 0.75 0.06 0.21 0.06 0.73 0.06B B7III 5.0 0.10 0.0 MRN | | | | | | | |GCW 0.32 0.09 0.73 0.06 0.36 0.10 0.72 0.05C B8III 3.1 0.05 0.0 MRN | | | | | | | |GCW 0.25 0.08 0.74 0.06 0.24 0.07 0.72 0.06D B8III 5.0 0.10 0.0 MRN | | | | | | | |GCW 0.35 0.09 0.71 0.05 0.42 0.11 0.70 0.05E B7III 3.1 0.05 0.3 MRN 0.43 0.13 0.77 0.06 0.44 0.12 0.75 0.05GCW 0.34 0.11 0.79 0.06 0.33 0.12 0.76 0.07F B7III 5.0 0.10 0.3 MRN | | | | | | | |GCW 0.46 0.13 0.74 0.06 0.50 0.14 0.72 0.06G B8III 3.1 0.05 0.3 MRN 0.50 0.15 0.75 0.05 0.51 0.13 0.74 0.05GCW 0.38 0.12 0.78 0.06 0.35 0.11 0.75 0.07H B8III 5.0 0.10 0.3 MRN | | | | | | | |GCW 0.53 0.16 0.74 0.06 0.57 0.15 0.71 0.05�The 1650 �A albedo a1 also applies to grain heating for 1000 � � � 1350 �A; see x4.2 for details.yMost MRN models had no (a; g) solutions with j��j � 5:0Æ; see x4.3.2.


